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class based n-gram models only contain the statistical
information from training corpus. However, because of the
characteristics of the Japanese language, the syntax
information which is not included in the training corpus can
be incorporated into the POS based n-gram model.
Based on linguistic knowledge of the Japanese language, a list
of POS combination rules was generated. The POS
combination rules contain the Japanese syntax information
which is independent of the training corpus. The POS
combination rules are integrated into POS n-gram data by an
indicator function. Therefore, the POS n-gram table contains
not only the statistical information from training corpus but
also the prohibited POS pairs that can never occur in
Japanese. In the traditional class based n-gram model, the
prohibited POS pairs are treated as unseen events and their
probabilities are estimated using a lower order LM.
Consequently, hypotheses with prohibited POS pairs can still
survive in the search space. On the other hand, when the
prohibited POS pairs are explicitly modeled, hypotheses with
prohibited POS pairs will be pruned from the search space
immediately. This means that the POS combination rules use
syntax information to achieve efficient pruning of the search
space. This is different from some well known methods which
use the syntax as long distance information to compensate the
n-gram model [5].
In this paper, a series of experiments are reported to
investigate how the POS n-gram with prohibited POS pairs
influences the recognition search space. Different pruning
levels are used to test the impact of the POS n-gram on both
word accuracy and decoding speed.
In this paper, we also present the method to generate the
LM look-ahead (LMLA) efficiently based on the POS backoff
n-gram model. An efficient method to generate LMLA
probabilities has been presented based on word n-gram LMs
[6]. It is extended here to the POS backoff n-gram LM. The
rest of this paper is organised as follows: in section 2, the
Japanese POS backoff LM is presented; in section 3, the
efficient method for calculating the LMLA probabilities based
on POS backoff LM is introduced. Experimental results are
presented in section 4. Finally, the conclusions are given.
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Abstract
In this paper, part-of-speech (POS) information is used to
improve the performance of a Japanese language model (LM).
The POS bigram is used to tackle the sparseness problem of
the training data. Additionally, due to the characteristics of
the Japanese language, part of the Japanese syntax
information can be integrated into the POS bigram, through
POS combination rules. Based on the Japanese syntax
grammar, the POS combination rules determine if a POS pair
is prohibited in Japanese language. The Japanese POS bigram
table not only includes the POS pairs that occurred in the
training corpus, but also includes all the prohibited POS pairs.
The confusion in the search space can be reduced by
explicitly modeling the prohibited POS pairs. In this work, a
series of experiments have been carried out to investigate the
impact of the POS bigram with prohibited POS pairs on the
recognition search space. The framework of fast generation of
the language model look-ahead (LMLA) probabilities based
on POS bigram information is also presented in this paper.
The experimental results showed that compared to the
traditional word n-gram model, the LM with POS bigram
information achieves significant improvement in both word
accuracy and the speed of Japanese LVCSR system.
Index Terms:language model, Speech Recognition, decoding

1. INTRODUCTION
Data sparsity is a recurring problem in generating robust
language models (LMs) for speech recognition. Class based
LMs[1] have been widely used to solve the data sparseness
problem. The words in the vocabulary are divided into
classes, and a class based n-gram is estimated to approximate
the word based n-gram probabilities. The class-based LM can
be combined with the word based n-gram by linear
interpolation [2]. Another popular way to smooth the word ngram model is the class based backoff model. If the word ngram can not be found in LM data, the class based n-gram is
used as backoff information. In order to improve the accuracy
of the class-based model, some more complicated backoff
strategies have been proposed. For example, the backoff
hierarchical class n-gram model was constructed through
clustering the vocabulary hierarchically into a word tree and
the probabilities of unseen events were always estimated by
the most specific class of the tree [3]. In order to introduce
more syntax information into a class based LM, POS
information has been used in class based n-gram modeling. In
[4], the vocabulary words are divided into 25 POS tags and
the word clustering carried out based on different POS tags.
In the work of this paper, Japanese POS tags are adopted
in a class based n-gram model. The POS tags used in this
work not only include the grammatical definition of the word,
but also the context information between words. Traditional
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2. POS BASED N-GRAM FOR
JAPANESE SLM
2.1. POS backoff LM
Class based LMs are a widely used technique to overcome the
LM training data sparseness problem. The words in the
vocabulary are partitioned into classes. If the word sequence
did not occur in the training data, then the inter-word
probabilities are estimated by inter-class probabilities. When
the training data is large, the class based n-gram model should
work together with word n-gram to get better performance. A
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popular way to integrate word n-gram and class based ngrams is the Backoff model.
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LMLA trees. The method takes advantage of the sparseness of
the n-gram LM to avoid unnecessary computation. In a
backoff based LM, given the word context information, only a
small part of n-gram probabilities are estimated explicitly,
while the rest are backoff estimates. This fact led to the
development of a LMLA probabilities generation algorithm
that achieves its goal by updating a (n-1)-gram LMLA tree.
Only nodes that are related to explicitly estimated n-gram
values are updated, the rest of the nodes are the backoff of the
corresponding nodes in the (n-1)-gram LMLA tree. Since the
number of nodes which relate to the explicit n-gram
probabilities are much smaller than the total number of nodes
in the LMLA tree, the new method significantly reduces the
LMLA calculation.

Where N(*) is the frequency event ‘*’ occurred in training
data, and Ci is the class tag of word wi. In this work, we also
use Eqn 1 to integrate the class n-gram information.
Automatic word clustering has been used successfully in
class based LMs, however, it is influenced by the biased
information of the training corpus. On the other hand, the
POS information is independent of the training data and
contains more syntax information of the natural language.
Therefore, in this work, the words in the vocabulary are
clustered based on their POS tags. If only considering the
grammatical definitions of the words, the number of POS tags
is quite small, for example, in [4], the words are tagged into
25 POS classes. The POS tags used in this work not only
includes the word definition information, but also the
connection information between words. Therefore, the
number of the POS tags is much bigger.

f(w1|h)

f(w3|h)

2.2. POS combination rules
The Japanese language has some special characteristics.
Combinations of POS pairs are restricted in Japanese
grammar. For example, each Japanese function word can only
be connected with a specific set of POS tags, while the
remaining combinations are grammatical errors in Japanese.
Therefore POS combination rules can be created to describe
the syntax information of Japanese language. The POS
combination rules are represented as a binary indicator
function, i.e. I(Ci , Cj )=1, if connection of “Ci , Cj ” is true in
the POS combination rules, otherwise, I(Ci , Cj )=0. The
probabilities in the POS n-gram are weighted by the indicator
function, i.e.
P(Ci | Cin1...Ci 1 ) f (Ci | Ci n1...Ci1 ) * I (Ci 1, Ci ) (2)

The backoff LMLA
tree, For every node,
the LML probability is

  

The object
LMLA tree

Figure 1: Generating the LMLA probability using
lower order LMLA tree.

Figure 1 shows the calculation of LMLA probabilities
based on the lower order LMLA tree. The LMLA tree in
Figure 1 contains 8 leaves, i.e. 8 individual words. Given the
LM context h, supposing that only 2 words: w1 and w3, have
explicit LM probabilities, the new method only needs to
calculate the LMLA probabilities in the nodes from which
words w1 and w3 can be reached, i.e. the black nodes in Figure
1, while the rest of the LMLA probabilities, i.e. the LMLA
probabilities in the grey nodes, can be copied from the
backoff LMLA tree directly.

Where f(Ci| Ci-n+1… Ci-1) is the estimated value of the POS ngram model.
In the traditional class based n-gram model, the prohibited
POS pairs are treated as unseen events and their probabilities
are estimated using a lower order LM. Consequently, the
hypotheses with prohibited POS pairs can still survive in the
search space. When the POS combination rules are adopted,
the hypotheses with prohibited POS pairs will be pruned from
the search space immediately. Therefore introducing the POS
combination rules into a class based LM can reduce the
confusion of the recognition search space.

3.2. Generating LMLA probabilities based on POS
backoff LM

3. FAST LMLA BASED ON POS
BACKOFF LM

The LMLA calculation method presented above can be
extended to the POS backoff LM. For the bigram, the POS
backoff model can be expressed as
 f (w | w )
if (C (w2 , w1 ) ! 0) (3)
1
2
°
P(w1 | w2 ) ®
°P(w1 | C1 ) * P(C1 | C 2 ) * Bo(w2 ) otherwise
¯
Given a POS tag Ci , and a node n, the LMLA probability can
be expressed as

The calculation of LMLA influences the speed of the
decoding process directly. It is important to minimise the
calculations for LMLA. We have previously presented a
method to accelerate the LMLA process based on a word
based n-gram [6]. In this paper, this method is extended to
the POS backoff LM.

3.1. Generating LMLA probabilities using low order
LML trees

S (n | Ci )

In the new LMLA probability generation method, the higher
order LMLA probabilities are calculated from the lower order
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max P(C ( w) | C i ) * P( w | C ( w)) (4)

wW ( n )

where W(n) represents the set of the words that can be
reached from node n and C(w) is the POS tag of word w.
Figure 2 shows the framework of efficient LMLA probability
generation using a POS backoff LM. Based on Eqn 4, for
every POS history, using Ci as index, we can find the POS
bigram LMLA tree for Ci from the POS bigram LMLA tree
buffer. Based on the LMLA tree for Ci , we only need to
update the probabilities for the nodes which are related to the
explicit word bigrams in the LM data, to generate the LMLA
tree for word wi.

reduced significantly, as is the calculation of the bigram
LMLA.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Decoder
LMLA tree for wi
wi

LMLA Module
w1 w 2

wi

C1 C 2
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……

POS bigram
LMLA tree
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LMLA C1
…

Generating
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for Ci
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The experiments of POS backoff LM reported in this paper
are based on a Japanese 40k vocabulary dictation system. The
training speech contains about 130 hours speech data. The
size of vocabulary is about 42k words. The acoustic model
contains 3000 tied HMM states with 20 Gaussian mixture
components per state. The speech feature vector is 33
dimensions, including 10 MFCC, 1 LOG energy, and their
first-order and second-order time derivatives. The LM
training corpus contains 2 years Yomiuri Shimbun Japanese
newspaper database, about 10M sentences. Two LMs were
trained in the experiments: word based trigram model; word
trigram with POS bigram backoff model. The test set
contained 1000 Japanese sentences relating to travel.
Table 1 shows the comparison results between the word
based n-gram and the POS backoff n-gram. The results for
word error rate (WER), character error rate (CER) and the
real time factor (RTF) of the recognizer are presented.

Word trigram

LMLA Ci
Figure 2: the framework of efficient LMLA probability
generation using POS backoff LM.

3.3. Reducing LMLA calculation cost by LM
pruning

 Node(w) (5)

Therefore, the calculation cost of the LMLA depends on how
many word bigrams the LM data explicitly contains. The less
the number of explicitly estimated word bigrams are stored in
the model, the less the calculation cost of LMLA is. The
entropy pruning method [7] is adopted to reduce the number
of explicit word bigrams in the model. Only word pairs (h,w)
that satisfy the following criterion are stored in the LM data,

w

P ' ( w | h)

WER

CER

RTF

WER

CER

0.80

25.5%

17.3%

0.88

19.9%

13.5%

0.73

26.1%

17.8%

0.79

20.3%

13.8%

0.68

27.0%

18.4%

0.72

21.1%

14.5%

0.59

28.2%

19.5%

0.63

22.0%

15.4%

0.49

30.9%

21.4%

0.53

24.3%

17.5%

In Table 1, every row represents the results based on the
same beam width. The trigram model with POS bigram
backoff can be seen to work consistently better than the
traditional word based trigram over each beam width. To
achieve a similar recognition accuracy, the system with POS
backoff LM is much faster than the system with traditional ngram.

P ( w|h ) exist
in LM data

¦ P(w, h)[log P(w | h)  log P' (w | h)] ! T

RTF

Table 1. Comparison of results between word based n-gram
and POS backoff n-gram

The new method of fast calculation of
the LMLA
probabilities makes use of the data sparseness of the language
model data. Given a history word h, defining Node(w) as the
set of nodes from which the word h can be reached, all the
nodes in the LMLA tree whose LMLA probability need to be
updated can be expressed as

Node _ update

POS backoff model

In Table 2 some details of the search spaces are presented.
For this comparison, the two systems were tuned separately to
achieve a similar recognition rate.
Word n-gram

(6)

P(C ( w) | C (h)) * P( w | C ( w)) * Bo(h)

where  is an empirical threshold and C(w) is the POS tag of
word w. The same pruning can be carried out as in the word
n-gram model, i.e. the word unigram backoff estimate is used
to replace P’(w|h) in Eqn6. However, the experimental results
showed that the POS bigram backoff model is much closer to
the word bigram model compared to the word unigram
backoff model. Therefore, using a POS bigram backoff
model, the number of explicitly estimated word bigrams is

POS backoff model

# of active LMLA trees

351

139

Avg. # of active states

1375 per frame

501 per frame

Avg. # of active hyp.

5.0k per frame

1.9k per frame

CER

17.0%

16.1%

WER

25.0%

23.0%

RTF

0.89

0.58

Table 2. Comparison of search space between word based ngram and POS backoff n-gram
Table 2 shows 3 parameters of the search space, the first
line is the number of active LMLA trees in the search space,
the second line is the number of average active HMM states
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LMs. In this experiment, we don’t focus on the size of LM
data, but on the calculation quantity of LMLA.
Table 4 shows the average number of nodes which needed
to be updated in the LMLA tree at different pruning
thresholds, ș,. When the size of the bigram data reduced, the
number of the nodes that needed to be updated in LMLA tree
also decreased. However, the POS bigram provided more
accurate backoff estimation than the word unigram.
Therefore, based on the same pruning threshold, the POS
backoff model contains slightly less explicit bigrams and the
calculation cost for LMLA is also less than word n-gram.

per frame and the third line is the number of average active
hypotheses per frame. Based on similar recognition accuracy,
the search space of the POS backoff LM is much smaller than
the word n-gram search space. This yields a reduction in the
real time factor of the system. The system based on the POS
backoff model is 35% faster than word n-gram system.
As discussed in section 2, the POS combination rules
were introduced to reduce confusions in the search space.
Therefore the Japanese POS backoff model takes the
advantages of both the good smoothing from the class-based
model and the syntax information from the POS combination
rules. It is interesting to investigate these 2 factors separately,
to see how much contribution is provided by each factor. Two
POS backoff models were generated, one with the POS
combination rules, the other without the POS combination
rules. The experimental results are shown in Table 3.
Without

# of active LMLA
trees
Avg. # of active
states
Avg. # of active hyp.

POS

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a language model was proposed using POS tags
for classes in a class based n-gram. The structure of the
Japanese language was exploited to add an additional
constraint to the LM in terms of a set of POS combination
rules. The Japanese POS backoff language model takes
advantage of both the better smoothing from the class-based
n-gram model and the syntax information from the POS
combination rules. Experimental results showed that the POS
backoff LM works better than a word based n-gram both in
terms of word accuracy and speed. The POS combination
rules in particular reduce the search space and confusions
within. Additionally, a framework to quickly generate the
LMLA probabilities based on POS backoff LM was
presented.

With POS

combination rules

combination rules

175

139

503 per frame

501 per frame

2.5k per frame

1.9k per frame

CER

15.9%

16.0%

WER

22.9%

23.0%

RTF

0.68

0.58
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